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Abstract: The Artificial Intelligence for Game AI has been evolved during decades of years. Many solutions for Game AI suggested and it overcomes many complicated games such as Tic-Tac-Toe, Chess, and Go. After the suggestion of the Monte-Carlo Tree Search, Game AI got significant results in Go. Recent case of Go AI shows that it is almost time to overcome the whole Game AI. But still it needs additional consideration to fulfill the required performance yet. It also has a special objective with constraints and it needs innumerable learning data. So, it has to concentrate on practical and proper ways to improve the Monte-Carlo Tree Search for the Game AI in the deterministic game Gomoku. This game has different strategy with Go but still hard to explore whole game tree and hard to pruning unnecessary cases. At first, we adjust the improved game AI to Gomoku that needs widely different approach ways from Go.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the Artificial Intelligence Technology is getting higher recently with new algorithms and advanced computing power. Recent days, AI technology shows progressive outcomes that solving the sticking points such as image recognition, voice recognition and natural language process that worth challenging to human brain area. The field of recognition has developed by stochastic algorithms and machine learning methodology. On the other hand, algorithms that handling the practical problems are still hard to solve perfectly with efficient optimum resources. In case of Game AI, the computer beats human champion of Chess with hyper computing power by computing most of possible cases that is called ‘brute force’ method. And recent Game AI in Go has shown outstanding performance versus high-rank human player by learning numerous data. It makes sense to achieve the special goals, but in resource management perspective, it is reasonable that better approaches are still needed to solving practical problems with optimum resources and constraints. This type of problems in Game AI field are well known as General Game Playing (GGP).

This paper proposes the practical approaches to complement these drawbacks. The Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is the most well-known search algorithm for these general problems in Game AI [2], [3]. It is differing from former tree search algorithm as Minimax Tree Search with Alpha-Beta Pruning [4]. MCTS is best-first search, and it is faster than depth-first search trees. But basic form of MCTS has some drawbacks to get perfect performance. To handle this, we choose proper progressive strategies to make it more effective improvements, and suitable game to adjust it. And the chosen game is Gomoku that is similar but different with Go [5]. And it is combined with progressive strategies used in Go program MANGO but uses different heuristic knowledge and roll-out policy [1]. Our research is focusing on what is better way to apply the practical algorithm with no hyper computing or massive learning.
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2. BACKGROUND

A. Monte-Carlo Tree Search

Monte-Carlo Tree Search is tree search which based on Monte-Carlo simulation methods. It is best-first search by using results which come from lots of random simulation. Therefore, it can get high accuracy with random sampling and it is faster than any other full-search trees. The MCTS uses fast and simple simulation policy, also called roll-out policy, and minimize time cost that spends for calculating evaluation values [2].

![Structure of Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm](image)

The Monte-Carlo Tree Search has 4 phases: 1) Selection, 2) Expansion, 3) Simulation, and 4) Backpropagation. First, in Selection phase, the algorithm selects one existing node that want to expand child nodes. Also it can work with pure random selection policy, but this Flat Monte-Carlo (flat-MC) method can be wrong easily. So, the Upper Confidential Tree (UCT) method was suggested in selection policy which makes proper selection strategy using Upper Confidential Bound (UCB) that have to make balance with exploration and exploitation. The formula (1) is base form of UCB [6], [7].

\[
UCB = v_i + C \times \sqrt{\frac{\ln N}{n_i}}
\]

Every nodes takes UCB value when the selection algorithm computes it. The variable N is total number of nodes, and \(n_i\) is number of child nodes belong to node \(i\). \(v_i\) is the value that the total winning rate of node that has all results of child nodes. And coefficient C a constant value that set to \(\sqrt{2}\) usually.

The next step, Expansion phase, makes decision that which node is proper to expand the node and make value through the simulation result. The common method which used in flat-MC is that look through the entire possible child nodes and choose one randomly. The Simulation phase is just simulating from the new child node and getting result value that contains just win or lose information. It works well when simulation policy is simple and fast due to the efficiency that can reduce evaluation time and widen the whole tree size. The final phase is Backpropagation. It updates all nodes from expanded node to root node and discovers new best node to make next decision. The child of root node can get measured values that used for what node has best value to choose.

B. Gomoku

The Gomoku is traditional board game originated from Ancient Asia. This game uses same board and objects as another traditional board game Go. But rule is widely different. It uses a square board with m by m array, usually
19 x 19 board. One player takes black stone and he got chance to start with first turn. Another player takes white stone. Each player lay the own stone alternatively until one player gets winning objective. The objective of this game is making a five-in-a-row line vertically, horizontally, or diagonally. It is form that consecutive 5 stones with player’s own color. In this paper, we treat the case of over 6 length of line as line of 5. If the board is fully filled with stones, it treats as draw. On the other hand, there is no capture rule compared with Go rule. Once the stone is placed, there are no way to remove or replace it [5].

**C. Background knowledge before making Gomoku AI**

This game is often referred as advanced tic-tac-toe. But the size of board is larger as more than 20 times. So, the full-search case is innumerable as case of Go. It is easy to approach to this game with MCTS. Go is full playing game that the result of this game depends on the score when it ends. And in case of Go, it is hard to find the best position to get more score when it ends even well-playing human player can’t have confidence during most of playing time. Therefore, many advanced methods that based of MCTS with efficient simulation method can be powerful in Go more than any other algorithms [7]. But in Gomoku, MCTS needs a general approach like GGP.

There are three points to construct this AI. First, the way to win this game is focused on short-term object, not long-term score as Go. The objective of Gomoku is making the winning condition like Chess, not like Go. Moreover, it has more crisis condition than Chess dynamically. It means that most of choices are too sensitive to make winning condition [9]. Although you find the key position to absolute win after a bit of turns, it is enough to lose the game if the opponent can make winning condition faster than your turn. In the normal form of MCTS, it is easy to miss this problem [8], [10]. So, the evaluation method with turn order factor or reasonable tree search policy are needed.

Second, the total case is so enormous as Go in 19 x 19 board but there are few cases to make real moves in Gomoku. Because lots of unnecessary moves are existing in each turn. So, the classical solution via tree search is evaluating these moves and pruning most of moves to compute more cases as Chess AI [5]. But it shows that this
kind of approach needs inefficient resources. Deep Blue, the Chess AI of IBM, uses hyper computing to search most of cases. So, we still use MCTS method and exclude or downsize the evaluation up to limit to maximize the performance of MCTS. Third, the random simulation in simulation phase is not powerful as in case of Go. It is reasonable that the high performance of Go program uses elaborate simulation policy by using heuristics with multi-level neural networks [12]. But because this AI is focusing on adapting to practical conditions with limited computing resources, it is more important that it has to figure out how to make the simulation policy more simple and significant.

In traditional Gomoku, first starting player gets advantage to win this game. In case of Go, the way to make fair rule for this game is modulate the final score. However, Gomoku can’t solve this balance problem by handling the score. So, in international Gomoku league, there are lots of artificial additional rules to make fair winning rate [13]. This paper not treats it and solves it by taking fair chance to play first turn for each AI group instead of using these complex rules.

3. STRATEGIES

The advanced strategies for MCTS has been suggested many times, especially the field of Go AI. There are some strategies to transform it to Gomoku AI. First, there are some better strategies for selection phase by using additional value with UCB instead of using basic form of UCB in selection phase [1], [14], [15]. Also we can control the number of child nodes when we select one parent node and expand all possible child nodes. And, to get more accurate simulation values, it needs proper simulation policy that has more reliable than basic form of random policy [17]. In following sections, we’ll explain progressive strategies that take soft transitions to be appropriate for Gomoku AI.

A. Progressive bias

The Progressive Bias is heuristic based strategy that can be more accurate and time-expensive than UCB in selection phase. The object of the progressive bias is getting bias in selection phase to choose more significant node to simulate with domain knowledge [1]. It consists of basic form of UCB and add some heuristic values to generate subtle bias. The formula (2) shows it.

\[ UCB = v_i + C \times \sqrt{\frac{\ln N}{n_i} + \frac{H_i}{n_i + 1}} \]

It makes nodes which closed to beginning state to depend on heuristic value \( H_i \) rather than UCB value. It makes effect that avoiding the dependency made by few simulated games when UCB value has less confidence with few random sampled nodes. When the number of node has progressed more and more, the effect of heuristic value is decreased by \( O(1/n_i) \) because the value of \( n_i \) is increased. On the other hand, the dependency of exploration-exploitation value in UCB is also decreased by \( O(\sqrt{\ln n_p/n_i}) \) but less effective than heuristic value. The origin form of progressive bias uses fixed number \( M \) to replace UCB value when it just start with \( n_i = 0 \). This approach can make algorithm to select every child node at least once and give preference to the child node with high heuristic value [1]. However, there is no need to consider every child in Gomoku that differ from the case of Go. So, the fixed number \( M \) is set to zero and progressive bias can consider the limited number of child that has heuristic value at least over zero when \( n_i = 0 \). If there is no reference information in the board when it starts with first turn, the heuristic function indicates the prospective position that used in common starting point of game.

B. Progressive Unpruning with heuristic values

When MCTS algorithm perform without pruning, it used to search ineffective position because of limited available time and expanding the tree without checking the utility of nodes. The Progressive Unpruning can resolve it by control the proportion between preferred nodes and not preferred nodes. The goal of strategy is that control the branching factor to expand not too much nodes that cause bad efficiency. When the number of simulation of a parent node \( n_p \) reaches threshold \( T \), node \( p \) stop expanding child nodes randomly and prunes the most of the child
except $k_{\text{init}}$ children that has highest heuristic values in ascending order. To make heuristic values, the heuristic function is called and it causes computing time cost. After that, when the sum of simulation in node $p$ exceeds $A \times B^{k-k_{\text{init}}}$, the pruned node is unpruned progressively by according to order of $k$ [1]. The value of $A$, $B$, $k$ was set to 50, 1.3, 5 empirically by following the base form.

![Fig. 4. Progressive unpruning](image)

We add one transition on it to make proper approach for Gomoku. The existing progressive unpruning for Go has to compute for all moves with complicated estimate function for Go. But the case of Gomoku, we don't need to estimate whole moves because the most of moves are unnecessary to compute and have zero value. As we explained at next section, the heuristic function for Gomoku consists of simplified function. So it doesn't cause time-expensive cost than in case of Go. Therefore, this AI calls the heuristic function instantly when the parent node has been selected first time and it has no child to expand yet. Instead of scanning the all moves at first time, it looks over limited number of nodes to expand that have heuristic values at least over zero. It can consider just possible moves rather than consider all nodes randomly as case of Go, so it can reduce useless compute time for unnecessary cases.

C. Heuristic knowledge

The heuristic knowledge is required to define heuristic value $H_i$ in previous two strategies. To reduce most of computing cost in this AI, the efficient heuristic algorithm is required to construct simple and practical form [19]. It is designed a simple heuristic knowledge for Gomoku which different from Go. In case of Go, it is hard to determine the advantage for each moves and evaluate the heuristic values. Most of all, using the pattern analysis in game of Go is necessary, and it often calls heavy computing [1]. So, this can be complicated and needs time-expensive computing easily. But in case of Gomoku, it doesn't need such sophisticated evaluation to determine the current factor to get higher final score than opponent. It just needs final results and better ways to win the game. Therefore, it is possible that set the heuristic function as simply estimated values just because it is used to find the way that leads to win regardless of complexity. This heuristic function is simplified as the estimation formula by using sum of line length that indicates how closer to winning condition, the straight line of 5. The formula (3) shows it.

$$H_i = \sum L_{\text{open}}^2 + \left( L_{\text{closed}} \right)^2$$

The variable $L_{\text{open}}$ is length of line that has no opponent's stone at two ends of line and it can be widen to the straight line of 5. $L_{\text{closed}}$ is half-closed line that has one blocked end of line. The outcome of this formula can be represented by following threat table in Table I. Each type of line threat is classified by common threat evaluation method in Gomoku AI [9].
And we should not forget that the way to interrupt the opponent’s winning strategy is also important as our player. So this function has the opponent’s sum values, and both sum values are integrated as just one heuristic value table. It still spends time-cost but less than pattern analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Threat</th>
<th>Heuristic Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half-Closed 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Closed 3</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Closed 4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Closed 5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table II shows the whole combination to check the real case that heuristic values can make. For just one move, it can make maximum 4 lines with vertical, horizontal, and two ways of diagonal cases. Table 2 shows it. For example, three of open 2 can make 12 point that higher than one of open 3, but it isn’t critical because sometimes three of open 2 is better than one of open 3. The problem is case of double threat by two of half-closed 4, and single open 4 that can almost finish the game. Because the open 2 have same value as half-closed 4, the threat priority by heuristic value has confusing. And the single open 4 gets 16 point, but two of open 2 and one of open 3 get 17 point, so the selection algorithm select the latter case first. However, two problem cases have just less than 1 point of gap and get the priority easily with high heuristic value. So, the select algorithm can select and simulate both cases and the gap of its child node is widen because one straight line of 5 has created by one of open 4. Thus it covers this a bit of problem.

![Fig. 5. The example of multiple threat problem.](image-url)
In first step, $B_1$ gets 8 and $B_2$ gets 12. But next step, each of two $b_1$ can get 25 and each of all $b_2$ can get 9.

Table 2. The threat case of multiple threats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Threat</th>
<th>Heuristic Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half-Closed 4, Half-Closed 4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 2, Open 2, Open 2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 2, Half-Closed 4, Half-Closed 4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 3, Half-Closed 4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 2, Open 2, Open 2, Open 2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 2, Open 2, Open 3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 3, Open 3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open 3, Open 4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed 5, Half-Closed 5, Open 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Sequence-like Simulation with limited depth

The sequence-like simulation which used in Monte-Carlo Go is based on pattern knowledge. It depends on pattern data to solve local problems with sub-optimal simulation [17]. It is a kind of simulation policy that simulate with following local patterns that already learned by pattern knowledge. And it should avoid the critical shortcomings that all simulated results are confined to local patterns. It is reasonable that the simulation policy in Go become complicated more and more to have higher significant simulated values. On the other hand, in case of Gomoku, the simulation policy can be defined by local knowledge. It has to focus on local competition, not on probability that exists on the distant case path. The global winning strategy should be found by expanding progress of whole search tree, not by roll-out progress in temporary simulations. The way to absolute winning, also called double threat in Gomoku, is best way to beat the game. The local competition with simple policy is enough to search this double threat. But if just one simulation tried at one node, it is easy to miss double threat. And it returns not enough result in backpropagation phase. So this node has lower value even though it has the hidden chance to make double threat.

Fig. 6. Different simulation cases show missing the hidden chance and returning opposite results
According to this case, the overall simulated results should have practicality that simulation results with high accuracy quality, not just mass results of procedural progress. So, the simulation policy is designed as normal AI that follows a quick response to instant situation. It seems to common tree search with depth = 1, like ‘do attack’ when it can attack except when it has to defend. And this simulates all cases when it can make just one threat to find hidden chance to make double threat. It returns +1 when it found double threat to win, and returns -1 when it loose. At this point, this algorithm can cause time-expensive simulation by computing all cases of possibilities with unlimited number of game playing. But because we already know that the winning cases found by simulation can often useless when its simulation depth value goes deeper, so the proper depth value is required that is practical and shows high efficiency between winning rate and time-cost empirically. When the simulation result failed to distinguish win or lose, it treats as draw and returns zero. But most of simulated games end up with draw with limited depth, especially early time of game. To complement this problem, we use the heuristic function with the value but less than 1. If there is no value to return simulated result, the heuristic value $H_i$ can replace $v_i$ value. The heuristic value should be normalized to set the value under the variable range of $H_i$ getting equal to $v_i$ in progressive bias formula (2). It can lead the moves to proper way by depending on heuristic knowledge despite the most of simulation results returns draw with limited search depth.

As it runs lots of simulation with the heuristics and confined simulation policy, it is easy to find that the most of simulation has duplicated one and it brings unnecessary time cost to compute duplicated simulation. So, to treat this problem, this AI chooses the time efficiency instead of saving memory space. The simulation progress isn’t thrown away after returning result and it can be attached to main tree as nodes with informal condition like invisible node to whole tree. When the MCTS expands one node and uses existing simulated path, the simulation algorithm reuses it and continues the simulation at the last existing node. This reusing method is possible to simple game that can make short winning path by using shallow depth simulation.

4. OPTIMIZATION

There are some important values which should be handled to control the performance. This AI needs three customized values treated in previous sections. The threshold T in progressive unpruning, proper settings of heuristic value, and optimal value of simulation depth to stop the simulation and to return the result on its way to end game.

First, the values of progressive unpruning are started with basic value settings of progressive unpruning. Threshold T value is set to 50 and the value of $A, B, k$ in $A \times B^{k-k_{init}}$ was set to 50, 1.3, 5. And to find optimal value setting, it should be changed empirically.

The depth value for sequence-like simulation can exploited by competition with different depth simulations. If it has shallow depth, it can easily expand whole game tree but the most of simulation results return the default value as following the heuristics. While the depth value goes deep, it is hard to expand game tree and it spends lots of time to compute simulations. But it takes higher possibilities to find useful simulation results than the former case. The optimal depth value should be exploited concurrently with former other values. Because the optimal computing proportion of selection phase and simulation phase to make the best performance is hard to figure out. So, the optimal value case can be developed empirically and the test process should be taken with gradual different settings.

5. CONCLUSION

This game AI for Gomoku is constructed by applying the progressive MCTS strategies for game of Go. But in adaptation process, the MCTS strategies for Go is not enough to make the Gomoku AI and it needs customizing. By applying soft transition in each strategy, it becomes hardly different from Go AI. But it can reduce the time cost of algorithm by changing heuristic functions and concentrating on win or lose like most of game AI, not on the score based game as in case of Go. So, it can close to solving general problems as GGP by reducing the computing cost. Moreover, the efficiency of this AI can get higher by improving heuristic functions that use prepared knowledge data for each target case.
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